From factory, jumpers come in two configurations. Display window shows configuration before field polarity change.
LC Bladepatch Instructions

To assist safe installations, comply with the following:

A. Use caution when installing or modifying telecommunications circuits.
B. Never touch uninsulated wire terminals unless the circuit has been disconnected.
C. Never install this device in a wet location.
D. Never install wiring during a lightning storm.

For a complete listing of our global offices visit our web site www.siemon.com

Procedure for out of spec SFP port removal

1. While depressing the LC connector latches off lightly (arrow 12) allow boot housing to move back and place.

2. After polarity has been changed through field procedure one side will show an "X" and the other side will show a blank.

3. In the unlikely event the jumper will not withdraw from an SFP follow step "A" to remove the connector.